While Latvia's sculptors received commissions, and funding was made available, the same did not apply to the other visual arts. Support was provided by the Culture Fund, but for the most part during the period up to 1934, artists in these fields created works on an individual basis. Influenced by the major European movements, the artists formed associations (a tendency that was broadly approved of, even initiated, by the authorities concerned), exhibitions resumed in Latvia and elsewhere, and the image of Latvia as a producer of art was fostered, as had been the intention of the new State's authorities.
1
The Multiplication of Associations and Magazines The explosion in the number of artists' associations, and of exhibitions in the field of visual arts, reflected the intensity of artistic activities at that time. This account uses a significant amount of information originally obtained from the archives by the Latvian art historian Ilze Konstante for her article Mākslinieku biedrības Latvijā 1934 -1940 (Artistis' Associations in Latvia 1934 -1940 As the owner of premises5 that were also available for hire, the Union served as a kind of professional association that organized events, and in particular exhibitions and conferences. In spite of this, funds were short and the task of organizing the operations was onerous. Finally the large number6 and diversity of members7 diluted the image of this association, leading the Ilustrēts Žurnāls to comment in 1920:
Apart from a few more experienced members, most have the shared characteristics of a lack of knowledge of their field, a shallow way of behaving and even a lack of discernment as to the very essence of painting.8
